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TRANSLANGUAGING

❖ What is it?

❖ What does it mean for my child?

❖ How can I help?



- Translanguaging pedagogy is a method for using more than one language for teaching and learning. 

- Language can work together in the classroom rather than in competition.

- Being literate in one language supports literacy development in another language. 

                           → flexible languaging practices and the IB 

- The use of English as the only language of instruction may limit students’ understanding of abstract 
concepts (Probyn, 2015; Charamba, 2020).



WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?





Word walls

Labels

Glossaries



STRATEGIES AT HOME



❖ they need to understand a 
vocabulary word

❖ they do not understand the 
instructions

❖ they have to process a text or 
video

❖ they want to communicate their 
ideas

❖ they have to express a need

Encourage your child/ren to translanguage when…



READING

- Your child/ren is given a reading to complete in 
English. They read it and then discuss/analyse 
what they read with you in their Home Language 
(HL).

- Your child/ren reads a text in English and 
highlights key words and translates them to HL 
(home glossary or word wall is always an option!) 

- Encourage reading every day. 

* children in IEP and JS have access to Raz-Kids, a 
paid reading library. 

* MS/SS students can use GetEpic! a fantastic 
resource that is free and offers text, video and audio 
books on a variety of topics/subject areas.



ADD IMAGES
A picture is truly worth a thousand words…





SIGHT WORDS
For younger English learners, sight words are invaluable. 

Look for CVC words or the Dolch list.



WRITING

- Your child/ren audio records their ideas 
using both HL and English, then transfers to 
writing.

- Your child/ren writes first in the HL and 
then translates that text into English. 

- Your child/ren pre-writes in both languages, 
then publishes in English.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

- Discuss what your child has learned in 
school in your first language as this will help 
them grasp the topics and ideas more 
effectively.

- Listen to the news in HL and English or HL 
with English subtitles and vice versa.



EXAMPLE IN ACTION:

- Jennifer used Google Translate to “check” 
her translations of male and female guppy 
for her science assessment. 

- GT noted the translation should be 
‘pescado hembra and guppy masculino’ 
respectively. 

- Jennifer critically evaluated this and did 
not defer to Google’s translation over her 
own sticking with ‘pescado hombre’ for 
male guppy.

- Jennifer was able to build confidence in 
using both the language available to her 
while expanding her vocabulary and 
understanding.  

Reference: Pierson, A.E., Clark, D.B. & Brady, C.E. (2021) 



DRAWING IDEAS
Encourage your child/ren to draw a picture to complement key words to help 

them visualise the new vocabulary.



ENCOURAGE YOUR 
CHILD TO…



EAL students need to 
develop a ‘risk taker’ 

attitude towards 
language and learning!



PHASE LEVELS

❖ What are they?

❖ What do they mean?



❖ Listening = 1-2 minutes

❖ Reading = 100 words maximum

❖ Speaking = 1-2 minutes

❖ Writing = 0-100 words



❖ Listening = 5 minutes maximum

❖ Reading = 400-500 words

❖ Speaking = 2 - 3 minutes

❖ Writing = 100 - 150 words

*note that writing is usually the slowest aspect of 
language learning to develop



❖ Listening = 7 minutes maximum

❖ Reading = 600 - 700 words

❖ Speaking = 3-  4 minutes

❖ Writing = 200 - 250 words



❖ Listening = 7 minutes maximum

❖ Reading = 800-900 words

❖ Speaking = 3 - 4 minutes

❖ Writing = 200-250 words

*note that there isn’t a huge difference between 
phase levels 3 & 4



❖ Listening = 5 - 10 minutes

❖ Reading = 900-1000 words

❖ Speaking = 4 - 5 minutes

❖ Writing = 300 - 400 words

*after phase 5, students would have the option   
of moving into Language & Literature



CONCERNS

❖ Will my child not learn as much English if the school uses 
translanguaging in the classroom?

- Actually, translanguaging enables students to have more access to 
vocabulary words, possibilities to engage in metalinguistic 
awareness, make connections across languages (grammar and 
syntax) etc. 

- It is also important to note that the HL is only used in a systematic 
and meaningful way as indicated by the teacher i.e. not day-to-day 
conversations between friends during class time.



CONCLUSION



❖ Learning a language takes time, 
motivation and an attitude of a 
‘risk-taker’.

❖ EAL students typically spend 6 
hours a day in an English speaking 
environment. As a family, aim to 
increase exposure at home.

❖ It may take some time for new 
vocabulary to show up in your 
child’s spoken or written work. 


